By winning the final match in the Olympic Hockey Tournament, in which West hockey sides of the world had an opportunity to try their skill against one another, the All-India Hockey Team have more than justified the high hopes raised by their performances earlier in the tour. The tour indeed was a veritable triumphal procession, the only match they lost being the very first one played under highly "aquatic" conditions. Hockey as played by our men out there has come as a revelation to the West. The "brains" which they have infused into their game have radically changed the nature of the game as understood till now and no wonder the best of them, Dhian Chand, is hailed as the "wizard" of the stick. There is profound satisfaction to be derived from the fact that in at least one of the various departments of sport, India is in a position to give lessons to the sporting West. We heartily congratulate the team on their splendid performance in spite of the strange environment and trying weather conditions.